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**Resource Information**

**URL:** [http://scholarlyoa.com/](http://scholarlyoa.com/)

**Proper Citation:** Scholarly Open Access (RRID:SCR_002650)

**Description:** Blog featuring critical analysis of scholarly open-access journals by Jeffrey Beale. Good tool to consult if you have suspicions that a journal is less than legit. Jeffrey Beall works as a librarian at Auraria Library, University of Colorado Denver, in Denver, Colorado.

**Abbreviations:** Scholarly OA

**Resource Type:** blog, narrative resource, data or information resource

**Keywords:** open access

**Resource Name:** Scholarly Open Access

**Resource ID:** SCR_002650

**Alternate IDs:** nlx_156078

**Ratings and Alerts**

No rating or validation information has been found for Scholarly Open Access.

No alerts have been found for Scholarly Open Access.
Usage and Citation Metrics

We found 11 mentions in open access literature.

**Listed below are recent publications.** The full list is available at [RRID](#).


